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Outer barrel

Manufactured by G&G Armament

Flash suppressor
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Hi-cap 450R magazine

Instruction
Manual

Stock release lever
Reinforced grip

FIRING MODE & SAFETY

Safety On

The trigger cannot be pulled

Semi Auto

RECOMMENDED
BATTERY TYPE

Full Auto

Single shot

Click

1. Please select quality battery with the CE approval, to
avoid any unnecessary damage on the product.
2. Please use either 8.4V or 9.6V battery, if different
voltage used, it might damage the product.
3. Remove the battery from the product when it is not in
use.
4. Do not wet nor incinerate the battery, nor to deform
the terminal.

BATTERY SETTING

1.Charge up the battery.
2.Charging will be completed after 3 hours.

1.Push the butt plate lock ( both sides )
2.Pull out the butt plate.

Take off the cover.

Pull out the wire connector.

Connect battery plug with the connector
until you heard a click sound.

Insert the battery into stock.

Reinstall the battery cover and butt plate.

HOP-UP ADJUSTMENT

It is strongly recommended the use of
G&G BB pellets only. Using low quality
BB pellets will shorten product life span
and void product warranty.

SETTING MAGAZINE

COMPONENTS

G-11-019
NI-MH 9.6V 1400 mAh

Automatic firing

Click
Load G&G 5.95mm BB pellets into the
magazine.

Open the cover of magazine.

Close the cover plate then turn the gear
until the sound changes.

Insert the magazine until you heard a click
sound.

Do not catch your fingers in the dummy bolt.
Never hold the gun sideways as the BB
pellets will curve right or left.

Turn to Normal

True to the faith of mimicking real life firearms, G&G is proud to present
its new Pneumatic Blow Back system to its line of airsoft

Too much Hop-up.
( Turn the adjust lever toward Normal )

guns.Conventional airsoft blow back utilizes tow hook springs to mimic
real life bolt actions, which often lead to excess wear and tear and poor
reliability in the gear box. To alleviate the problem of conventional
systems, G&G has independently developed the Pneumatic Blow Back

Best Position.

system; a piston driven, gas operated mechanism to better mimic real
life bolt actions.
This new technology utilizes compressed air to move the bolt, which
enables the action without adding extra stress to the gear box.

New Blow Back Pneumatic System

This class leading system represents a significant milestone in the airsoft
industry.

Not enough Hop-up. ( Turn the adjust lever toward Hop )
or Too much Hop-up. ( Turn the adjust lever toward Normal )

Turn to Hop

